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Entering Participant Data
Participant Search Menu
When you click on Participant Data Entry, you will be taken to the Participant Search
Menu.

Filtering

You can filter the list of records based on a search by entering data in the following
parameter fields and clicking the Search button.
● Screen, Assessment or Intake ID
● Client Name, or any partial character string of the first or last name
● Current FSW/FAW
● Case Status
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To return to the full list of clients in the data base, click Reset.
Case Status
The Case Status filter provides a number of options:
 Assessed- all people who have been assessed
 Assessed Positive, Pending First HV- all people who have been assessed
with a disposition of “positive,” but do not have any home visit records
entered
 Completed Intake- all people who have completed an intake form, regardless
of whether they have any home visits entered
 Completed Intake, Pending First HV- all people who have completed an
intake form but do not yet have any home visits
 Current- all people who have been assigned a service level, but have not yet
terminated
 Engaged- all people who have started services in accordance to the site
definition of Service Start (usually date of first home visit)
 Engaged & Still Active- all people who have started services in accordance
to the site definition of Service Start (usually date of first home visit), AND
do not have a termination record
 Screened- all people who have been screened
Sorting
You can sort the list of participants by clicking on any of the header bars.
● Site
● Name
● Address
● Screen ID
● Assess ID
● Participant ID
Opening a Person’s Record
If you double-click on a person listed in the Participant Search Menu, that will bring
you to the person’s Home form. From the Home form, you can navigate through all of
that person’s records, as well as view and add information about their partners and
children. The Home Form is described in more detail in Participant Navigation Bar
section below.
Adding a New Person
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You can add a new person using any of the following four buttons, depending on your
enrollment policy as specified in the Site Definitions form. You can begin data entry at
any stage and can work backwards. For example, you can create a new person at Intake,
and then go back and add an assessment for this person.
● Add New Person at Screening
● Add New Person at Assessment
● Add New Person at Intake – This button will be available only if Enrollment
Eligibility in the Site Definitions form is set to “offer home visiting services
universally”
● Add New Person as Transfer – This option allows you to enter a new intake
regardless of your enrollment policy. However, this should only be used for open
cases transferred from another site.
Add New Person at Screening
In order to avoid unintended duplicate screens, it is recommended that you do a search on
the person’s name. For example, if you wanted to enter person Susan Lee, you could
search on the name string “lee”. In the example below, note that PIMS will search for the
string “lee” anywhere in the first or last name.

If there are no matches, then click on Add New Person at Screening. The example
below shows part of the data entry screen for Kathleen Adam’s Screening.
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Enter participant name and contact information, as above.

Enter Screener information. Name, phone number, and organization are optional and can
be spelled out completely or coded by staff ID and other abbreviations. Choose type of
screener, method of screening and type of referral from the drop-down menus.
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Enter the status of risk factors. PIMS will automatically calculate the Screening Outcome
based on the HFA screen form rules:
 Positive if any of the following are true: Marital status single, late or no
prenatal care, abortion unsuccessfully sought or attempted.
 Positive if the above are false but any other two items are true.
 Positive if there are seven or more unknowns.
 If none of the above are true, then the screening outcome is negative.
Indicate if the screen was referred for assessment. If the screen was positive but not
ultimately assessed, choose the reason from the drop-down menu.
When the record is saved, the Particpant Navigation Bar appears (see below), which
allows you to enter additional information at this point: assessment, intake, baseline
information, and referrals. With the new person, a Home Form is created, where you can
enter demographics and other information, and view current contact information and case
status. For more information, see the following sections:
 “Entering Participant Data - Home Form”
 “Tracking Participant Activities – Referrals”
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Add an Assessment
An Assessment record can be added from the Participant Search Menu with the option
Add New Person at Assessment, or from a person’s Home Form or Screening Form
using the “Add Assess” button.
If you are adding an assessment from the Screening Form or Home Form, the
participant contact information will automatically be loaded on the Assessment Form.
Assessment ID and Assessment date are required fields.
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Continue by adding the mother’s past legal history, assessment method, and assessment
scores. Scores for each section are 0, 5, 10 or -9 for unknown. PIMS will automatically
total the scores. Father assessment information is entered the same way.

Complete the Assessment Form with the assessment outcome. Referrals made as part of
the assessment process can also be entered. See “Tracking Participant Activities –
Referrals” for more information.
Note: It is recommended that the Baseline Form be completed with the assessment. The
Baseline collects additional demographic data that is analyzed in the report “Assessment:
Service Acceptance Analysis”.
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Dispositions available
Positive, offered services,
participant accepted
Positive, offered services,
participant refused

Positive, not offered services

Negative, minimal services or
referrals given
Negative, no services or referrals
given

Reasons
n/a
 Not interested
 (Does not need services – client decision)
 Not ready to commit
 Misunderstood service/purpose of assessment
 Moving
 Participating in another program
 No time available to participate
 Not acceptable to other family member
 Unable to locate/contact after assessment
 Never completed a home visit
 Other (specify)
 (Does not need services – staff decision)
 Caseloads full
 Scores exceed enrollment criteria
 Assigned to control group
 Other
 Unknown
n/a
n/a
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Add an Intake
Add an Intake record from a person’s Home Page or from a person’s Assessment Form
with the “Add Intake” button.
For sites that enroll participants universally, an Intake can be added from the
Participant Search Menu with the option Add New Person at Intake.
Note that Participant ID and Date (verbally) accepted services are required fields. PIMS
will use this date to automatically populate the date field in Participant Service Level
Baseline below. This may or may not be the same as the service start date, which for
HFA reporting purposes must be the date of the first home visit. Adjust the “Date
Assigned” field as necessary, and add the participant’s initial level of service and FSW
ID.
Participant contact information is automatically loaded from the Screening or
Assessment Form, whichever is newer, and if available.
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Continue with entering the participant’s medical and emergency contact information.

Complete the form by adding additional information about the participant family.
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When the Intake Form is saved, all available buttons will appear in the Participant
Navigation Bar. For more information about the additional buttons, see the next section.
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Participant Navigation Bar

All participant data entry forms include a navigation bar in the header which allows you
to navigate easily between the different forms.
● Home. This button returns you to the home form, which is also the default form
which opens via the Participant Search Menu.
● Screening. This button is visible if the current person has a screening record
entered. The button will appear disabled if the currently logged in user doesn’t
have permission to view this record.
● Add Assess. This button will add an assessment based on the current screening
form. This option is only visible if the current person has a screening record
entered but no assessment
● Assessment. This button is visible if the current person has an assessment record
entered. The button will appear disabled if the currently logged in user doesn’t
have permission to view this record.
● Add Intake. This button will add an intake based on the current assessment form.
This option is only visible if the current person has an assessment record entered
but no intake.
● Base/Follow. This button opens the Baseline/Followup form. The Baseline data
can be entered at any time, regardless of whether an intake has been completed. It
is recommended that the Baseline be entered at assessment.
● Referrals. Referrals made for the family can be entered at any time, beginning
with screening.
● Intake. This button is visible if the current person has an intake record entered.
The button will appear disabled if the currently logged in user doesn’t have
permission to view this record.
The following additional activity forms will also be visible if an intake has been entered:
● Outcomes - Evaluation instruments administered to the participant.
● History – Changes to the participant’s contact information or medical home
● Service – Changes to the participant’s level of service or FSW
● Monthly Log - Monthly Contact Log
● Home Visits – Home visit records
● Family Goal Plan – Family Goal Plan records
● Medical Visits – Medical visit records for partipant, child, partner, or other
family members
● Termination – Termination record

